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One Housing and PRP architects have been working with residents of Kedge House, Winch House and Starboard Way to 
consider options for the future of the blocks. Following the Options Appraisal process and your Resident Ballot back in 
May 2021, it became clear that the full redevelopment option was the most favoured outcome for your estate. 
We have therefore moved forward with the project and are now looking to develop a planning application for the full 
redevelopment of the site. This event welcomed residents back for the first physical event since the Covid lockdown and 
was aimed to explain where we are at with the project and provide updates on design. 
This report finds that residents continue to be in support of the proposals and are happy with the minor chages in design, 
in particular how the communal open space is more enclosed and will feel more private and safe. Residentes fully support 
the private open spaces and in general also welcome the semi-private communal roof gardens. Residents also continue 
to support the inclusion of a dog exercise area and offered various comments on how that could be designed. FInally, 
there was some really good feedback, and conversation at the events themselves, about the internal layout of flats, in 
particular with regards to separate kitchen/living areas compared with open plan.
The findings from the report will be digested by One Housing and the design team and be taken on board as the 
proposals continue to be developed alongside continued engagement with the resident community. Feedback will inform 
future design and form part of the conversation with the joint venture partner once they are on board. 

Executive summary
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Residents’ Exhibition Event
Exhibition dates:
Tuesday 16 November (2pm - 8pm)
Saturday 20 November (11am - 3pm)

Total number of households who took part in the consultation: 46/60 (77%)
(Please note - there are 72 homes within the three blocks.  Four homes are currently vacant.  Eight homes (4 in Kedge 
House, 3 in Starboard Way, and one in Winch House) are owned by non-resident leaseholders who have been 
contacted separately as part of this consultation.  Therefore the figures shown here are out of a possible 60 homes) 

Residents who attended the events: 41/60 (29 households represented)

Households who took part in a one-to-one feedback session (17/60 households represented) 

Introduction

This report is a summary of the thoughts, ideas and concerns raised by residents during two consultation events 
regarding the future redevelopment of Kedge House, Starboard Way and Winch House.  
Residents were invited to attend events held on site within the grounds of the KSW estate on Tuesday 16th November 
and Saturday 20th November. The events were followed up with one-to-one sessions hosted by One Housing, where 
representatives reached out to all eligible households to discuss the plans and answer any questions in a less formal 
environment. Across the exhibition events and on-to-ones a total of 46 eligible households (77%) engaged in this round 
of consultation. 
Residents, either at the event or during one-to-ones, were asked to complete a feedback form in relation to the plans 
and engagement material. The responses gathered from the feedback forms has been analysed and agregated and is 
summarised in the feedback report. All feedback has been considered and responded to, where possible, in the on-
going design development of the site.  
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Following review of the full redevelopment option of the site, including a slightly tweaked block layout, residents were 
asked what they thought of the updated design. Generally residents were in strong support of the design and thought the 
updated features were an improvement on the previous layout. Comments have been agregated and are listed below by 
category.

4 
29 

3 

2 

3 
2 
1 
1

people mentioned the orientation of the blocks and apartments and specified that they wanted an apartment that 
retains their current view or secures a particular view elsewhere, for example an outward facing view

29 people mentioned that they liked the design of the site in terms of buildings and open spaces

people mentioned security, commenting that it feels more secure than the current estate but could benefit from 
other security measures such as gates

people raised concerns about the amount of parking, commenting that everyone should have access to a 
parking space and that they have been on the waiting list for some time

people mentioned the density of the scheme and thought there were too many extra homes being provided on 
site

people mentioned that they prefer a separate kitchen to living space as part of the design 

person mentioned that they liked the balconies but protruding balconies were a concern

person mentioned they would like a window in the bedroom, not just a door

What are your thoughts on the proposed design?

Survey results

From what I’ve seen, I am happy with all that has been planned. I am excited to see more detail next year. 

Fine with the layout, but worried about parking. Feels there isnt enough and has been on the waiting list. 

Like the design, would like to return to the view we have now

Wants a good view of London. doesnt want to face people.

Better than the past designs - however, feels there are too many extra flats.- Would like larger kitchen than in 
drawings

No windows into 
bike store as this 

will allow thieves to 
operate

Want a letter box 

on my front door, 
not in foyer

Postal room. Bank 

of letterboxes are 
good

Opportunity for 

ground source heat 
pump
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This part of the questionnaire asked residents to consider their thoughts on the proposed communal outdoor spaces that 
were shown in the designs and as example images. Comments were varied but overall showed support for the proposals, 
in particular the updated communal roof gardens. Comments have been agregated and are listed below by category.
10 people mentioned the dog walking area, with some in strong support of the proposed central design, while others felt 
it might not be successful. There seemed to be agreement that a spearate dog walking area was needed
3 people supported the childrens play areas and mentioned the need for these to be secure, overlooked and where 
parents can see them
15 people mentioned the communal roof terraces and were generally in strong support of them. One mentioned that they 
were concerened about additional service charge and the potential issues they could cause with anti-social behaviour. 
23 people spoke positively about the communal outdoor spaces
4 people spoke about enclosure and privacy and indicated that it was important to have the open space area overlooked 
by residents

10 

3 

15 

23 
4

people mentioned the dog walking area, with some in strong support of the proposed central design, while 
others felt it might not be successful. There seemed to be agreement that a spearate dog walking area was 
needed

people supported the childrens play areas and mentioned the need for these to be secure, overlooked and 
where parents can see them

people mentioned the communal roof terraces and were generally in strong support of them. One mentioned 
that they were concerened about additional service charge and the potential issues they could cause with anti-
social behaviour. 

people spoke positively about the communal outdoor spaces

people spoke about enclosure and privacy and indicated that it was important to have the open space area 
overlooked by residents

What are your thoughts on the proposed communal outdoor spaces?

Brilliant idea with the idea dog walking park. and liked the roof top gardens.

Like the children play area, this is important

Rooftop terrace gardens is a good idea but worried about who and how it would be used. who would have access. 
will there be a cleaner? will there be better security?

Likes the idea of a large communal area for residents to use and children to play where parents can see them. 
Located not too close to cause a noise issue though

Noisey from 
people on the 
terrace into 
peoples homes?

Private gates, 2 
different dog 

areas

Concerned about 
communal garden 

areas being positioned 

near to homes or 
outside homes
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Respondents were then given the opportunity to comment on the proposed home layouts. At the event itself there 
was a huge amount of discussion around home layouts and some inpromptu co-design took place with residents and 
representatives from PRP; it was very useful to hear residents thoughts on this. Comments from the questionnaires have 
been and are listed below by category.

2 

5 
19 
9 

10 
2 
4

people mentioned storage and that they like the storage they currently have, so would like this repeated in the 
new homes

people mentioned that they would like a separate kitchen and living area as this better suits their needs and 
living style

people said that they like the layout of the homes

people spoke about the size of the apartments and were generally pleased with the increased size of new 
homes, while two people mentioned that the layouts were cramped

people mentioned the private open spaces and many mentioned they were looking forward to using them. Some 
mentioned their aspiration for a large open space given their current homes have a garden

people mentioned that they would like the option of a second toilet

people mentioned that they would like a window in the kitchen and/or bathroom

What are your thoughts on the proposed home layouts?

Like the Layout designs and the rooms are much more better. more clean and square.

Happy with the layouts of the flats. Very modern and nice to look at. 

Thought they were pretty good. Larger then what they have now

Likes the extra space and would need a generous outside space as currenly has a garden. would need to be low 
maintenance.

Like the idea of 

space for storage 
in the hallway

Like separate living 

and kitchen. LIke 

separate toilet in 
2-beds

Prefer windows 
that do not go all 

the way to the 
floor

Balcony to living 
room, not to 

bedroom
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Residents were then invited to leave addiitonal comments that perhaps didn’t fall within the subjects of the previous 
questions. Below are some responses from this section. 

Additional comments

Sliding doors on bathroom entrance for older people

Car parking spaces, will they have charge points and think the disabled bays are a good idea.

Worried about the increased number of residents and lack of parking spaces.

Also liked the idea of Phasing, and staying in Kedge whilst Winch is rebuilt

Not a fan of the letter boxes being on the ground floor and wants letter boxes on doors.

Going to a one bedroom, but worried that they wont have a view of London and doesnt want look at Omega Close 
or the Park.

Would need the option of owning a small dog/pet as currently considering a pet.

Would like to be placed higher in any blockfor privacy and views

Would like access through to the new Westferry development to access shops/Gym on that site etc
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Appendix 1: Exhibition boards
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Appendix 2: Post-it note comments
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Appendix 3: Event pictures
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Appendix 4: Event questionnaire


